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CONCEPT
This project is a collaboration between two companies :

LEGO : The famous company who builds construction toys blocks
SNCF : The French company of train transportation

The event happens in Paris train stations where a construction area is set and the travellers 
are invited to create a piece of a collaborative Lego scene according to a theme.

Each week, a final picture will be taken, posted on instagram, and the theme will change in 
all train stations. The travellers who have participated at the most liked constructions of 
the last week will win a discount on Lego toys.



RESEARCH SYNTHESIS

Some devices already exist to entertain people in 
French train stations like pianos set in the waiting 
areas.

The Lego company or some lego fans associations 
organize collaborative construction events.



EVENT DETAILS
Most of our users will be in a rush to take their train. We took this fact into account when we designed our experience :

- Individual participation time on our event will be in average of 5 minutes,
- There is no waiting time to enter the construction area,
- There is no form to fill, we get the needed information by scanning train ticket,
- The theme will reflect a rush situation from the pop culture (cf: next slide).

We also wanted them to gain an advantage as soon as they take part of the contest. Assembling lego bricks with other people as a value in 
itself, but we added for each participant a chance to win a weekend for 4 people at Legoland by random draw. All the participants to the 
construction will win a voucher of 10% on Lego toys.

The competition is hosted on instagram. Each week, a picture of the construction is taken automatically in each train station, and the theme 
changes. The picture with the most likes from the last week round will be the winner. 

The voucher of 10% will be sent to the email used to buy the train ticket that travellers scans to enter the Lego area.



THEMES EXAMPLES

Build a spaceship with its launch 
ramp in time to leave a planet 

before a giant meteorite arrives.

The explorers

Build part of the great wall of China 
and military camp before the 

Mongolian invasion.

The great wall

Build a stable and a tournament 
area in time before the other 

kingdom arrives.

The tournament
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Once at the train station, ticket in 
hand, the travellers are prompted with 
the event accessible in the hall.

STORYBOARD .

The event area is restricted. Travellers 
can get access to it by scanning their 
train ticket next to the entrance.

The construction area is placed on a 
table. The scene is made of several 
smaller constructions.



STORYBOARD .
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A large screen displays the week’s 
theme, the smaller construction to 
make and the estimated time to do so.

The traveller can assemble pieces to 
make his item and get creative if he 
wants to add variations.

After placing the construction, a 
picture will be taken and published on 
instagram. It is not part of the contest.



PERSONA

Name : Sandra
Age : 35
Profession : Teacher

She takes the train occasionally to go on 
holidays with her two children Milo and Louis 
who are 4 and 7 years old. They will be 
happy to find some toys in the station when 
they are waiting.

Name : Martin
Age : 20
Profession : Student

He often takes the train on Friday to visit his 
parents who are not living in Paris. He 
played a lot with legos when he was a child, 
it was not so many years ago...

Name : Patrick
Age : 40
Profession : Manager

He often takes the train for his job. He has 
good memories of playing with legos when 
he was a child.



VISUAL ASSETS . Colors et typography

We reuse the design of Lego company to be recognised 
quickly by the people in the station.

The 3 primary colors to attract people, set a joyful and 
playful atmosphere and remind the colors of the most 
popular Lego blocks.

#fedc00 #de000d #0500bc

A bold sans-serif font with capital letters to be seen from afar. 

BARLOW CONDENSED
BARLOW CONDENSED



VISUAL ASSETS . Iconography

Unicoloured backgrounds with 3D blocks and 3D Lego characters that 
reminds the Lego films posters style.



ILLUSTRATION



INTERACTIVE SKETCH

http://lego.guillaumehaerinck.com/

http://lego.guillaumehaerinck.com/


TECHNICAL DETAILS

Hardware A table and some 
chairs

Camera to capture 
construction

Portail & Scanner to 
access area

Screen to display the 
goal A lot of lego bricks Big attractive boars 

surrounding the area

Software Severals scripts to make the installation functioning
and upload images to social media


